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An Introduction by Fr. James Bernauer, S.J.
Scholars have long recognized that the tragedy of the Hungarian Jews formed an especially
disturbing chapter in the history of the Holocaust. At the beginning of 1944 there were
approximately 750, 000 Jews who were still living in Hungary even though they were surrounded
by the destruction of millions of their fellow Jews in other nations. The premier historian of
Hungary’s Holocaust, Randolph Braham, wrote that the destruction of this community was a
“tragedy that ought not to have happened, for by then—the leaders of the world, including the
national and Jewish leaders of Hungary, were already privy to the secrets of Auschwitz.” 1 The
twisted road of events that led to this tragedy will necessarily not be explored here. As has often
been noted, however, the traditions of theological anti-Judaism and social anti-Semitism played
their role in isolating Jews from their neighbors. There were certainly exceptions among the ranks
of Christians but, in general, these heroic rescuers have been largely neglected in accounts of that
period. That is in the process of changing as one may see in many books, articles and films.2
Although Fr. Jakob Raile, S.J., has largely been eclipsed by his associate in rescue activities, the
Swedish diplomat Raoul Wallenberg, he has nevertheless not been ignored and his name appears
at least briefly in numerous books. Braham identifies him as one of the “leading organizers and
leaders of the rescue work in Budapest”.3
We are most indebted to Israel’s Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial for keeping alive the memory
of the rescuers. When the Israeli Knesset passed the Law of the Martyrs’ and Heroes
Remembrance Authority in 1953, Yad Vashem was established in Jerusalem as a memorial to the
six million Jews killed during the Shoah. Among the duties assigned to the institution was to
discover and commemorate those non-Jews who had risked or lost their lives in efforts to save Jews
during the period of the Holocaust. These were to be named “Righteous Among the Nations,” an
expression that was borrowed from the ancient literature of the Jewish sages. The title is awarded
only after careful scrutiny of the testimonies attesting to the heroic efforts of individuals on behalf
of Jews. Initially, individual trees were planted at Yad Vashem to celebrate these people, but now
the lack of space entails that their names are inscribed on a wall of honor. As of January, 2015,
over twenty-five thousand (25,685) righteous have been identified and this figure, in the judgment
of some at Yad Vashem, may represent only ten per cent of those who extended heroic assistance
to the Jewish people during the period of the Holocaust. This heroism is certainly the brightest
light from that dark time and the former Polish courier Jan Karski, who was such a powerful
presence in Claude Lanzmann's film “Shoah,” has stressed the importance of recalling that courage
which Lanzman ignored. Karski pointed out in a later interview that “it is not true that the Jews
were totally abandoned. Over half a million Jews survived the Holocaust in Europe.” “I repeat, the
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Jews were not totally abandoned. They were abandoned by governments, social structures, church
hierarchies, but not by ordinary men and women.”4
Among those ordinary men and women are now inscribed fourteen Jesuits who have been
formally recognized as “Righteous Among the Nations.” Five are Belgians: Fathers Jean-Baptiste
De Coster (1896-1968); Emile Gessler (1891-1958); John
Janssens (l889-1964) who was later to become General of
the Society; Alphonse Lambrette (1884-1970); and Henri
Van Oostayen (1906-1945). Five are French: Fathers
Roger Braun (1910-1981); Pierre Chaillet (1900-1972);
Jean Fleury (1905-1982); Emile Planckaert (1906-) and
Henri Revol (1904-1992). One is Polish: Father Adam
Sztark (1907-1942); another is Greek: Ioannis Marangos
(1900-1989); another is Italian: Raffaele de Chantuz
Cubbe (1904-1983); and finally the Hungarian: Jacob
Raile (1894-1949). Fr. Raile is one of the very few
Righteous who are buried in American soil and the
Center of Christian-Jewish Learning at Boston College
honors him now with a plaque that is affixed to his grave
in the Jesuit cemetery at Weston, Massachusetts.
Fr. Jakob Raile, S.J.
Born October 6, 1894
Ordained August 14, 1912
Died September 6, 1949

Fr. Vincent Lapomarda, S.J., of the College of the Holy Cross is owed a special debt for his work
is seeking recognition for Jacob Raile. Our booklet of materials on Fr. Raile begins with the most
beautiful of items, a eulogy that was not delivered at Fr. Raile’s funeral (September 9, 1949)
because it was not the custom for Jesuits at the time. Dr. Béla Fábián did publish it two weeks later
in the Jesuit journal America. Dr. Fábián was a Jewish leader who became president of the
Independent Democratic Party in Hungary and who later survived Auschwitz. His undelivered
eulogy is the best introduction to Fr. Raile’s spirit. Following this are two accounts of the Jesuit’s
activities in Budapest. The first is taken from The Encyclopedia of the Righteous Among the
Nations: Rescuers of Jews During the Holocaust: Europe (Part I) and Other Countries, edited by
Israel Gutman (Jerusalem: Yad Vashem, 2007) 303-304. The second is an excerpt from Vincent
Lapomarda’s “Some Reflections on Catholics and the Holocaust,” America (December 27, 1986)
424-427. Following these are three letters giving accounts of his activities: from the scholar
Randolph Braham, from Joseph Zrinyi who worked with Fr. Raile in Budapest, and from the
Hungarian Jesuit Andrew Varga. Finally, from the archives of Yad Vashem is the 1988 statement
from Peter Andrew Gyarfas that gives a testimony to Fr. Raile’s rescue of his father.
On behalf of the Center, I want to thank the three individuals who are most responsible for the
mounting of the plaque: Fr. Robert Levens, S.J., Superior of the Jesuit Community in Weston; Mr.
Mark Delorey, Director of Environmental Services at Campion Center in Weston; and Mr. John
Tigges, President of the Davis Monument Company.
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Jakob Raile, Yad Vashem Encyclopedia of Righteous Among the Nations
Father Jakob Raile entered the Jesuit Order (Society of Jesus) on August 14, 1912, and served as
the director of a monastery located at No. 52 Mária Street in Budapest. During the Arrow Cross
period, the monastery in which Raile served was used as a hiding place for some 150 Jews. Raile
was like a true father to these fugitives, worrying about their safety, and providing for all their
needs. In addition to taking care of the Jews hidden in his own monastery, Raile was in contact
with the Swedish Red Cross on behalf of the Apostolic Nuncio in Budapest, as coordinator of
rescue activities carried out by groups associated with the Swedish Red Cross. When Arrow Cross
gangs attacked, Father Raile stood heroically in the doorway, arguing with the intruders until the
Jews inside the monastery had time to hide. On more than one occasion Raile was forced to let the
Arrow Cross men enter the building. He led them from room to room, from the top floor to the
basement. At the end of one such search, the Arrow Cross men entered the coal cellar, where Jews
were hiding atop a pile of coal, under a dark blanket. Even under these tense circumstances,
Father Raile remained calm. He turned out the light and quietly announced: “There is only coal
here, be careful you don’t get dirty.” The Arrow Cross men quickly left the basement, without
carrying out a thorough search. Army deserters and labor-servicemen who had run away from their
units also found refuge in the monastery. Raile obtained guns and police uniforms for some of the
army deserters and had them stand at the monastery’s entrance when Arrow Cross intruders
approached. They prevented the Arrow Cross men from entering. Raile entered the closed ghetto
together with representatives of the Swedish Red Cross, giving food and medicine to ghetto
residents. He also distributed blank baptism certificates, with which they could forge documents
that would help them to escape from the ghetto. Throughout the battles of Budapest, Raile braved
the constant bombing, wandering the city streets looking for food for the Jews he was hiding.
When the Communists took over in Hungary, Fr. Raile escaped to the United States, and taught
German at Boston College High School until his death in a traffic accident in September 1949. He
was buried in the Jesuit cemetery in Weston, Massachusetts. In 2015 the Jesuits in Boston added a
plaque to his grave, stating that Fr. Raile was recognized as Righteous Among the Nations by Yad
Vashem.

On February 27, 1991, Yad Vashem recognized Father Jakob Raile as Righteous Among the
Nations.

Printed courtesy of the online encyclopedia of Righteous Among the Nations at Yad Vashem.
Original source: The Encyclopedia of the Righteous Among the Nations: Rescuers of Jews During the Holocaust:
Europe (Part I) and Other Countries, edited by Israel Gutman (Jerusalem: Yad Vashem, 2007) 303-304.
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Photographs

Fr. Jakob Raile, S.J.

Sacred Heart Catholic Church at 25
Maria utca in Budapest, the Jesuit
community where Fr. Raile hid and saved
hundreds of Hungarian Jews.

Plaque outside Sacred Heart Catholic Church
commemorating Fr. Raile’s heroism.
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The grave (front row, center) of Fr. Jakob Raile, S.J. at the Jesuit cemetery in
Weston, MA

The memorial plaque in front of Fr. Jakob Raile’s grave.
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Certificate of honor from Yad Vashem, designating Fr. Jakob Raile as “Righteous Among the Nations.”

